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ABSTRACT

We have used the group theoretical method of Landau
and Lifshita to derive effective Hamiltonians for cer-
tain paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic transitions hav-
ing order-parameters with n>4 components, and we have
performed a renormalization group analysis in 4-e di-
mensions. The first-order nature of the order-disorder
transitions in Cr(n»12), Eu(n=12), U02(n=6)9 and MhO
(n=8) can be explained by noting that the corresponding
Hamiltonians possess n<J stable fixed points in 4-e di-
mensions. We_predict_that all fee type I(mjk), type II
and type IIKmJJlQO] ,k=»[%0l3) antiferromagnetic transi-
tions are first-order. We hope our work will serve as
a guide in an experimental search for new examples of
first-order transitions. We have also considered a .
2m-component Hamiltonian which possesses a unique, non-
isotropic, stable fixed point for each value of 2m>4.
When 2mr=4, the Hamiltonian describes the paramagnetic
to antiferromagnetic transitions in TbAu2, DyC2, Tb, Ho,
By, and the structural transition in NbO2. If these
transitions are second-order, we predict they all belong
to the same universality class. For 2m=6, the Hamil-
tonian describes the antiferromagnetic transitions in
TbD2, Nd, K2IrCl6, and MnS2. We predict these transi-
tions belong to a single universality class, and sug-
gest that experiments be performed to test our results.

I. SYMMETRY AND FIRST-ORDER TRANSITIONS

In recent years the importance of symmetry in
classifying second-order transitions has been recog-
nized1 , and much progress has been made in grouping
second-order transitions into universality classes. Ac-
cording to universality critical behavior should depend
only upon a small number of a system's properties, such
as the spatial dimensionality d, the number of compo-
nents of the order-parameter n, and the symmetry of the
Hamiltor.ian. On the other hand, symmetry considerations
have been ignored in many recent theoretical treatments
of first-order transitions. In this work, we wish to t-
emphasize the importance of symmetry considerations in •/.
classifying first-order transitions. The relation be- •'• >
tween a system's symmetry properties and its phase
transitions can be studied using the phenomenological
theory developed by Landau.2 Wilson3 has extended the
Landau theory to include the effects of fluctuations
by using an expansion in e=4-d. We have used the group
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theoretical method of Landau and Lifahltz2 to construct
effective Hamiltonians describing certain paramagnetic
to antiferromagnetic transitions having order-parame-
ters with n>4 components'*, and we have performed a re-
oomallzation group analysis in 4-e dimensions. We
have found systems for which the renormalization group
equations possess n£ stable fixed pointss to lowest non-
trivial order in e, and suggest this lack of a stable
fixed point within the s-expanslon is Indicative of a
first-order transition. Vie. present support for this
rule and propose specific experiments to test it.

According to the theory of tandau and Lifahitz2,
the symmetry breaking order-parameter associated with
a second-order transition transforms according to an
Irreducible representation R of the symmetry group Go
of the disordered phase. The number of independent
components of the order-parameter is equal to the di-
mensionality n of the representation according to which
it transforms. For transitions not involving a change
In the unit cell, the order-parameter transforms ac-
cording to the point group of the high symmetry phase,
and the dimensionality of the representations satisfy
n<3. It has been emphasized'* that wnen the unit cell
Is increased in one or more directions the order-para-
meter transforms according to the space group of the
high symmetry phase, which may have representations
with dimensionality n>4. The renormallzation group
equations in 4-e dimensions are dramatically different
for systems with n<3 than for those with n>4. Brezin,
Le Guillou, and Zinn-Justin6 have shown that for n<3,
She isotropic fixed point is always stable, while for
n>4 It is always unstable. Hence, n>4 systems may have
either no, stable fixed point as discussed in this sec-
tion, or a stable anisotropic fixed point as discussed
In the next section.

Using Landau symmetry arguments, one can immediate.
ly predict three classes of order-disorder transitions
expected to be first-order:

(1) If the symmetric part of R3,denoted [R3], con-
tains the identity representation, i.e.,[R3]?E, then,
the Landau expansion includes third-order Invariants
and the transition is predicted tc be first-order.

(2) Transitions for which the order-parameter
transforms according -to a reducible representation of
GQ are expected to be first-order.

(3) If the direct product of the antisymmetric
part of R2, denoted {R2}, and the vector representation
contains the identity representation, i.e., {R2} * V O E ,
and if the propagation vector k of the low temperature
phase is temperature independent, then the transition
is predicted to be first-order. Such transitions might
be expected to result in a commensurate low temperature
phase.



When none of these three criteria is satisfied,
then the transition may be either first-order or second
order, depending on the values of the coefficients in
the Landau expansion. We wish to propose a fourth nhe-
nomenological rule which will be predictive In certain
cases when the above Landau symmetry criteria are not.

(4) If there is no. stable fixed point within the
e-expansion then the transition is first-order.

Symmetry does not allow the existence of third-
order invariants for the magnetic systems we consider,
so rule (1) is not predictive. Rule (2) predicts first
order transitions in the type II antiferxotaagnets DySb7

and HoSb8 where the magnetic moment lies along the [001]
direction, with components both parallel and perpendi-
cular to the propagation vector k. The order-parameter
for these systems has 12 independent components and be-
longs to two irreducible representations. The transi-
tion in DySb is known to be first-order9, while the na-
ture of the transition in HoSb is not well-established.
Experiments10 on HoSb are consistent M t h the interpre-
tation of a first-order transition.

The antiferromagaetic transition in MnBrj11 is as-
sociate^ with a temperature independent propagation
vector k * [kGk]* Since the representation R satisfies
{R2} x V»E, rule (3) predicts the transition to be
first-order in agreement with experiment.

Let us note that if one was to observe a first-
order transition in 8 ferromagaef, then rule (4) could
never be invoked to explain it. Since the unit cell is
not changed, it follows that n<3, so the isotropic
fixed patat is always stable.6 Despite a comprehensive
search through the literature, we have found no well-
established paramagnetic to ferromagnetic first-order
transition, although a possible candidate is that in
MnAs.12 Rule (4) can be applicable to certain anci-
ferromagnetic systems, since the unit cell is Increased
and one can have n>4. We have found five different
n>4 component Hamiltonians for which there exist no_
stable fixed points in 4-e dimensions, and rule (4) sug-
gests the corresponding transitions are first-order, We
now describe the physical systems corresponding to
these Hamiltonians:

Type I antiferromagnets mjie(e.g.UO213): These are
fee crystals with space group cm3m exhibiting an_anti-
ferromagnetic structure with propagation vector ki»[100]
and magnetization perpendicular_to kj. The star of k\
(•insists of the three vectors: k*i>[100], kz-lOlO], and
k3=[001].(See Fig. 1.) Two components of the order-
parameter are associated with each ki(i>l,2,3), corres-
ponding to the two independent directions of the magne-
tization in the plane perpendicular to k±. The transi-
tion is described by a 6-component Han'ltoaian cons-
tructed from the five independent fourth-order invar-



iaafcs which can be formed from Che order-parameter. The
transition In UO2 *» known to be first-order.13

Typ« XI antiferromegnets £jk («.g.,tfa0|t*,Ni011*,
ErSb9, EuTe15): These are fee crystals with space
group En3» vhese ordered state Is composed of ferromag-
nttle (111) planes coupled aati£crromaga*elcall?. (See
Fig. 2 ) The magnetization Is perpendlcular^to Che
propagation vector k^-t^i'sj and the star of £| consists
of th* four vectors ki*[¥&h k 2-£-¥A], E3«(Uf*ri, and
j^»jjj-^,kj. i^0 components of the order-parameter are
associated with each k^ (i«l,...,4), corresponding to
the two independent directions of the magnetization in
the plane perpendicular to let. The 8-coaponent Hoail-
toniao is constructed from the six fourth-order invari-
ants which can be formed fron the order-paraoeter. It
has recently been shown15 that MnO indeed has a first-
order transition. The nature of the transitions in NiQ
and MnSe is not yet well established. Measurements of
the order-parameter*7 of ErSb indicate the transition
is second-order, but specific heat measurements18 indi-
cate there cay exist a latent heat. We urge that further
experimental work be done on ErSb^

Type II antifevrrosagnets o|jb(e.g.t TbAs, TbSb,!bP
e)

Since the magnetization is parallel Co the propagation
vector, the order-parameter has four independent compo-
nents corresponding to k£(i»l,...,4), and the effective
Hamiltonian is constructed from the three fourth-order
invariants which can be formed froa the order-paraaeter.
Previous measurements9 on these systems have been per-
formed far below the transition temperature with th«. ob-
jective of determining the ordered state. We suggest it
Is worthwhile ta study these substances very close £0
T c co see if the transition is first-order.

Type XIX antiferromagnets mJJ10Q],&«t!i0IJ. These
are fee crystals with, space group FotSm,exhibiting an
antiferromagnetlc order in which the non-ptioltivejinit
cell is doubled in the x-directioaCcorresponds to ki«
{%01I)and in this case tht oagnetization is perpendicu-
lar to the s-axis. The star of k*i consists of th» six
vectors tk^tlhOl] ,±^±[1^] t and ik3-i[01»i]. Co«e .
Fig.3) There is only one compound,8MnS19,which exhibits
this type III structure, but its paramagnetic space
group is F43m,a subgroup of Fm3m. The corresponding n-12
representation is reducible(12-6+6),so the transition
is predicted to be first-order by Landau rule (2).

Ct2Q,2l. This iS a b,:c crystal with space group
Xa3m exhibiting20 a transverse sinusoidal magnetic struc-
ture with propagation veccor kj-fkOO]. The star of ki
consists of the six veccors ±k]-±[kOO],± k2>t[0k0], and
±k3«±[00kJ. Two components of the order-parameter are
associated with each k-vector, corresponding to the two
independent directions of the magnetization. The 12-
component Haailtonian is constructed 1:10m the sevren



fourth-order invariants which can be formed from the
order-parameter. The phase transition in Cr.is known
to be first-order.21

Eu22»2?»2l»: This is also a bcc crystal and it ex-
hibits22 a spiral magnetic order corresponding to a
propagation vector ki-[kOO]> (See Fig. 4.) The orde.r-
parameter and Hamiltonlan are the same as for Cr. Mtiss-
bauec effect23 and specific heat measurements21* show
the transition in Eu is first-order.

Our nain paint is that even if the Landau theory
(or mean field theory) predicts a second-order transi-
tion, the e-expansion nay inply the transition is first-
order. This is of significance because the first-
order transition in Cr has puzzled theorists for years.
The discontinuous nature of the transition was dis-
covered by Arrott21 over a decade ago, and despite nu-
merous attempts to clarify the origin of the transition
using various microscopic models together with aean-
field-like theories, no satisfactory explanation has
yet been reported. Similarly, the first-order transi-
tion in U0 2

1 3 had defied explanation. Blume25 tenta-
tively proposed that the transition could be explained
by a model assuming a singlet ground state, but it vas
later found the ground state was not a singlet. In
mean field theory one is trying to find a physically
reasonable mechanism for making the fourth-order coeffi-
cient in the corresponding Landau-type expansion nega-
tive. This has proved difficult and may not be possi-
ble for these systems, so we suggest that our rule (4)
is the appropriate explanation for their first-order
nature.

There has been a very interesting recent experi-
ment26 using neutron scattering measurements to study
the anciferrooagnetlc order-parameter in MnO as a func-
tion of temperature and applied uniaxial stress. It
was found that a large [111] stress can change the
transition from first-order to second-order. This is
consistent with our ideas, since the [111] stress
breaks the cubic symmetry and the transition in the sys-
tem under stress is described by an n-2 order-parameter,
so the isotropic n-2 fixed point Is stable. The ob-
served value of 0 ̂  0.3 is consistent with the value
0 • 0.33 expected for a continuous transition in a
three-dimensional XY-type model. We would similarly
expect that an applied direct magnetic field in the
[111] direction would cause the transition to become
second-order, since once again the cubic symmetry would
be broken, and the order-parameter would again have n«2.
We urge that similar experiments be performed on other
systems predicted to be first-order due to a lack of a
stable fixed point. Applying an external field which
reduces the symmetry of the high temperature phase can
change an n>4 system into an n<3 system.
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We are certainly not trying to say that mean field
theory never describes a flrs>:-order transition. For
•staple, the tricrltieal point: and the first-order tran-
sition in FeClj27 can be explained quite satisfactorily
within the framework of mean field theory. The fourth-
order coefficient in Che Landau expansion can be made
negative by varying the external direct magnetic field.
When one does not have an external experimentally vari-
able field, it say be harder to provide a physically
reasonable mechanism making a fourth-order coefficient
negative. For this reason, we believe our rule (4) may
be of value in understanding and finding firse-order
transitions.

First-order magnetic transitions' from a disordered
state to an ordered state which are not explained by
Landau's arguments (2) and (3) are quite rare. In fact,
the physical systems we have found corresponding to
Baailtonians with no stable fixed points exhaust many,
and possibly, all of such known first-order transitions.
In Table I, we list the materials corresponding to
Haalltonians with no stable fixed points and we distin-
guish those systems for which the transitions are known
to be first-order from those in which the nature of the
transitions has yet to be determined. We predict these
systems will all have first-order transitions and urge
Chat experiments be performed to test our results. It
would be interesting to investigate whether the systems
which are predicted to be first-order because of the
lack of a stable fixed point behave differently from
systems predicted to be first-order by Landau arguments.
The agreement of our results with existing experiments
lends support to the idea that the symmetry criteria
for the absence of a stable fixed point in 4-« dimen-
sions may be the same as in three dimensions. -'*• -ould
be of great Interest to find a group theoretical cri-
terion for the absence of a stable fixed point in 4-e
dimensions.

II. PHYSICAL REALIZATIONS OF A 2m-C0MP0NENT
HAHILTONIAN

The e-expansion indicates that universality is
weaker for systems with order-parameters having n>4
components than for systems with order-parameters having
n<3 components. To leading order in e the isotropic
fixed point Is always stable6 for n<3 systems, which
suggests that the critical exponents are independent of
the system's anisotropy. When n>4, the isotropic fixed
point is no longer stable6 and critical exponents may
depend on the anisotropy of the system. The total ab-
sence? of a stable fixed point la an extreme case of
the difference between n<3 and n>4 systems. In the pre-
ceding section we discussed five different n>4



Hamiltonians having no stable fixed point, and we sug-
gested this to be indicative of a first-order transition.
Now we wish to consider the following 2m-componene
Haailfconian5»2 9,

H - - \ \ rWj+52) ,. (MJ2+ (7^)2

- u( f «2+?f)2- v f («f+*f)2- w f tftf
i 1 x x 1 x x W 1 1 '

which for each value of 2&>4 possesses a unique, aon-
laotropic, stable fixed point, corresponding to n*,
v-MD,w*»0. The critical behavior of systems described
by this Hamiltonian in general belongs to a different
universality class than the isotropic 2m-componene sys-
tem (v»w»Q), The critical exponents corresponding tc
Che stable fixed point are: .

2e

Expansions for the exponents 6 and y can easily be ob-
tained by using the scaling relations.

Slfoen 2m"»4, this Hamiltonian describes the anti-
ferxonagnetic transitions in TbAu2, DyCjt Tb, Ho, Dy,
and the structural transition in JTbOj- Since we have
found there exists a unique stable fixed point, we pre-
dict these different phase transitions are described
by the same critical exponents and we suggest this be
tested experimentally. If we set e«l in the expansion
for the exponents, neglecting 0(e3), we find

S - 0.39, v v - 0.70 , Y " 1.39 .

These are the same as for the isotropic n-4 model.
When 2m-6, this Hamiltonian describes the anti-

ferrozoagnetic transitions in TbD2, Nd, K2IrClg, and
MaSg- Since there exists a unique stable fixed point,
we predict these -different systems have the same cri=
tical exponents, and we suggest this be checked experi-
mentally. Inserting e30! into the expansion for the
exponents, neglecting 0(b;3), we obtain

0 - 0.38, v m 0.69, Y » 1.38 .



These values are significantly different from those ob-
tained by setting e»l into the expansion for the iso- .
tropic n-6 model,

8 • O.M, v « 0.73, Y - 1.45 .

This indicates that anisotropy is affecting the critical
exponents in a non-negligible manner. The exponents for
H with 2m«4 and 2m»6 are very close to those of the iso-
tropic n«3 Heisenberg model

g - 0.38, v - 0.68.Y - 1.35 .

We should emphasize that there was no more reason, a
priori, to have expected n-3 Heisenberg values than n*l
Ising values.

Some of the physical systems which we have found
to correspond to H nay lie oucslde the domain of attrac-
tion of the stable fixed point, in which case the tran-
sition is not expected to be second-order. If the
system exhibits a second-order transition, we predict
the critical exponents to be as given above.

Lei. us now describe the physical systems corres-
ponding to H.

TbAu2,DyC2* These are tetragonal crystals whose
paramagnetic space group is 14/mmm. They exhibit30 a
transverse sinusoidal magnetic structure, with the pro-
pagation vector ki In Che basal plane and the magneti-
zation along the z-axis. In the case of TbAu2 the star
of the vector kj consists of the four vectors:
±icj - ±[kkO] and ±[k-kO], whi?.e in_the case of DyCa
the star consists of Che vectors ±iq • ±[k00] and
±k2"t0k0]. The order-parameter has in both cases four
independent components, and the Hamiltonian which des-
cribes the system is H with 2s"4 and w~0.

Tb, By, Ho: These rare earth elements crystallize
in the hep structure with space group P63/tmnc. They
exhibit'1 a spiral magnetic strucrure with magnetic
moments in the basal plane and propagation vector along
the c-direction. The star of_the propagation vector
consists of the two vectors ±k-±(0,0,k). For each of
these vectors there are two equivalent directions cf
the spins in the basal plane, so the order-parameter
has four independent components. These systeas are also
described by H with 2m»4 and w-0.

NbO2: This is a tetragonal crystal whose space
group is PWmnm. At ^ 800°C it undergoes a structural
transition3" in which its symmetry is reduced to I4j/a.
The structure belot? the transition is associated with a
reciprocal vector kj" [Wi]. The star of ki consists of
the four vectors ±ki-±[Wd and ±k2a±[-%^sl. The order-
parameter has four components and the transition is des-
cribed by H with 2m=4 and



bD2 This is an fee crystal whose paramagnetic
space group is Rn3ra. It exhibits33 a longitudinal sinu-
soidal magnetic structure, with the propagation vector
Tt\ being parallel to the x-axis. _The star of_the vector
ki consists of the six vectors: ±k"i»±CkOQ], ±k2*±[0k0],
±K3«i[00k]. The order-parameter has six independent
components and the aystea Is described fay H with 2m*6
and w-0.

Nd: This Is a double hexagonal dose packed crys-
tal whose space group la P63/mmc. It exhibits3** a longi-
tudinal_sinusoidal magnetic structure» with_propagat£on
vector kj in the basal plane. The stir of k*i consists
of six vectors: ±ki-i [k000],± kz-[0k00], and ±k3-
±(00k0]. The order-parameter has six independent com-
ponents and the system is described by H with 2m* > and

^ ^ This is a Tec crystal who&e space group
Is RnSm. Zt exhibits35 an antiferromagnetic structure
of the third kind* (see Fig.' 3) where the non-prlaitlve
unit cell Is doubled_in the x-direction (corresponds to
a reciprocal vector ki»[!s01]).The magnetization. In this
case, is along the x-axis. The star of k^ consists of
six vectors:±ki*±[%01], ±k2-£(lM)], and 4k3»±[0iy. The
order-parameter has six independent components and the
systtat is described by H with Zm»6 and wi*Q.

MnS2« This crystal has the pyrite structure which
Is a NaCl-like arrangement of Mn and S2 groups, with the
axes of the Sj groups along the body diagonals. The
paramagnetic space group is Pa3. The magnetic struc-
ture36 below the transition temperature Is type III anti-
ferromagnetic, as in K2IrCls. The paramagnetic space
group of MnS2<?a3) is a subgroup of the paramagnetic
space group of K2IrCls<im3m). This might have given rise
to additional fourth-order Invariants, but it turns out
that MnS2 is also described by H with 2m>6 and wi*0.

III. SUMMARY

Certain antiferromagnetic transitions are des-
cribed by order-parameters having n>4 components."*
We have found physical examples of transitions having
n>4,6,8, and 12 components, ati<i we have used the group
theoretical method of Landau and Lifshitz2 £0 derive
effective Ramiltonians for these systems. Ranormali-
zation group equations In 4-e diir.ensions3 are drama-
tically different6 for systems with n<3 component order
parameters, and those for systems with" n>4. When n<3
the isotropic fixed point is always stable, while for
n>4 It Is always unstable. Hence it is possible for
n>4 systems to have np_ stable fixed point5, and we be-
lTeve this lack of a stable fixed point may provide the
explanation for the first-order nature of the transi-
tions in Cr(n-12), Eu(n-»12), U0z(n-6), and MnO(n™8).



In Table I, we list soee physical systems which wt pre-
dict have first-order transitions.

We have also considered a 2m-component Hamiltonian
which possesses a unique, non-lsotroplc, stable fixed
point for each value of 2m>4. When 2m«4, this Hanil-
tonian describes the paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic
trausitions in. TbAu2, DyC2, Tb, Ho, Dy, and the struc-
tural transition in NbO2. We predict these transitions
belong to the same universality class. For 2ni"6, this
Ramiltonian describes the transitions in TbD2, Nd,
K2IrCl6, and MnS2. We predict these transitions belong
to a single universality class.

The n>4 component systems we have been discussing
provide an~"exciting subject for experimental investi-
gation. In particular, it would be of great interest
to find new examples of first-order paramagnetic to
anfiferromagnetlc transitions. We hope a comprehensive
study of these n>4 systems will be undertaken.

Ac excellent review of neutron scattering deter-
minations of magnetic structures is given by D. E. Cox37

and we have found his work to be an invaluable reference.
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Table I

Physical Systems Corresponding to Hamiltonians with no Stable Fixed Points

Antiferromagnetic
Order

Type I (SjjE)

Type It (m||k)

Type H (mjk) •

Tjrpe I t l
(m _[_ (1Q0] ,k» fsOl} )

Sinusoidal
(m|kafk00])

Screw Spiral
(mlk=[k00])

Number of Components of
Ordet-Pararaeter

n *» 6

n * 4

, a •• 8

n * 12

n * 12

n - 12

Systems Known to be
First-Order

!3

MHO".'*

Cr20,21

Eu22.23»2«»

Syatema Predicted
to be First-Order

TbAs.TbSb.TbP,8

CeS.TbSe.NdSe,
NdTe28

a-MnS^9,ErP,'
ErSb8,EuTe!S
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Fig. 1. the three magnetic lattices of type I antl-
ferromagnets. The lattices 1,2A3 belong to the wave
vector kj<»[100]f kg^IOlOJ, and k3=[001], respectively.
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Fig. 2. The four magnetic l a t t i ces of type I I an t i -
ferromagnets. The_lattices 1^2,3,4 belong to ' the wave
vectors Iii=[J#^s] > k2aE"J^s]» k-3=[i£i-h], and kj,
respectively.
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ffig. 3. The six magnetic lattices of type III anti-
ferromagnets.
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Fig.4. The helical magnetic structure of Eu. The
arrows indicate the spin alignment within the hexagonal
planes.
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